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Before I Fall Jessica Scott
For nearly a century, Tulsa, Oklahoma, stayed silent about a deadly massacre in a thriving Black neighborhood. How is the city wrestling with that history today? Part 1 of our podcast “Tulsa Rising.” ...
How Tulsa is unburying – and confronting – a history of racism
Mortimer read the novel as a teenager and remembers her father planning to adapt Hons and Rebels, the 1960 memoir of Nancy’s sister Jessica ... up with the next one before you get rid of ...
Emily Mortimer on the importance of The Pursuit of Love today: “You have to live as if there’s no tomorrow”
Meghan Markle's best friend Jessica Mulroney has said 'speak out ... The Duke of Sussex also accused his family of smearing them to the press before their bombshell Oprah interview in March ...
Meghan Markle's BFF Jessica Mulroney shares cryptic Instagram post
Young adults with creative and artistic interests will have a new opportunity this fall to discover career pathways and develop a professional portfolio through the Creative Institute of Central ...
Opportunities, Apprenticeships for Young Adults
NICK Cannon has told fans that “the secret is out” as he announces his new daytime talk show coming this fall. Shortly after news broke that the 40-year-old was expecting his ...
Nick Cannon reveals ‘the secret is out’ before announcing new talk show as he ‘expects fourth child in just six months’
The Latest on the French Open (all times local): ___ 6 p.m. Reigning U.S. Open champion and two-time French Open finalist Dominic Thiem squandered a two-set lead and is out of Roland ...
The Latest: Thiem loses to Andujar in 5 sets at French Open
The mayoral candidate has lived in the public eye since his first run for office in 1989. Amid all the press releases and policy reports, and plenty of posturing and politics, here are ten episodes ...
Ten Tests of Scott Stringer’s Soul
Dozens of school districts around the country have eliminated requirements for students to wear masks, and many more are likely to ditch mask requirements before the next academic year.
More schools nationwide ditching mask requirements for students amid heated debates
“I had a ringing 10-pin before that ... Patrick Kohanski-Scott Stachnik (Cicero) 1,413. Doubles scratch — Jessica Aiezza-Ron Broege (Commack) 1,440, Patrick Kohanski-Scott Stachnik (Cicero ...
In the Pocket: Kuhlkin’s sensational run comes to an end
But for many, they consider the summer and fall the dangerous times — when ... all you see is just billowing smoke everywhere,” said Jessica Rogers, president of the Pacific Palisades ...
‘This is not normal’: Topanga Canyon is used to fire. But not amid drizzling, May gray gloom
Aaron Fruit and Jessica Whitaker ... $4,000 less than the year before. Kentucky fell just below that at $13,537. Experts predict that price is going to spike as the traditional wedding season comes ...
As states ease COVID restrictions, couples race to the altar
She compliments Aesha Scott, Jessica Moore, Kate Chastain, and Francesca Rubi. But, the famous stew added, "I'm sure it's no surprise, but in my opinion, Hannah needs the most help!" On the show ...
Below Deck’s Bugsy Drake Dishes on New Book, Rivalry with Co-Star Hannah Ferrier and More
Now is not the moment to be making decisions about the future when we don’t fully understand what the context will be” in September, said Merrie Najimy.
Teachers union head criticizes decision to drop coronavirus protocols in Mass. schools, but other educators praise move
Newcomer Jessica Vogliano is running for the first ... I have a son in the district and a daughter who will be in kindergarten in the fall. I work for the Workforce Development Board for Allegheny ...
5 vying for 4 spots on the ballot for Carlynton school board
Nearly two decades ago, Jessica Simpson had an edible cosmetics ... a groundbreaker on a new tier of endorsement and aspiration: Before, you could smell like a famous person, via Elizabeth Taylor ...
Inside the Mysterious World of Celebrity Beauty Brands
Many Broadway productions are scrambling to resume ticket sales in the coming days to welcome theater-goers this fall after city ... theaters to gauge interest before stages open, said Robert ...
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